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My Darling Effie 
      I received your letter today & was so very sorry to hear about your feeling so badly_  I 
suppose that your feelings from my blueness was even worse on Wednesday when you got my 
letter of Sunday & has gone on getting worse.  It is all gone now[,] all the hard feeling[,] but it 
was dreadful while it lasted & must not be allowed to come again.  We shall have to stand 
together & fight this thing away _  I won’t write about it now because I wrote so much last night 
& I feel the same now as I did then.  Today has been the happiest day I have had since last 
Sunday.  I am not yet what I shall be when I get a letter for I need one sorely but by contrast it 
seems tonight as tho today life has been almost worth living. 
         I told you most of the news in my short but sweet (?) letter last night__  There isn’t 
much news to tell just now for I cant tell you our scheme with the legislature for every member 
of the faculty has sworn secrecy and we darent divulge the plans but Dr Smart is a schemer & 
you would open your eyes to see the way he manipulates things.  It is as good as to be behind 
the scenes when a great spectacular drama is going on _ 
        I told you what Barnes said about my position here next year.  I once sent out a feeler to 
Miss Elder who is with Dr Smart constantly & told her that I meant to have $1200 next year or 
bust.  “Well she said I am afraid you will bust.”  But Barnes said that it was all bosh[,] that Dr 
Smart knew or authorized every thing Barnes said last spring which was $1200. next year & 
$1600 soon[,] perhaps the year after_  We could live here Darling on $1200 & have some to 
spare.  I don’t know whether we could in Chicago or Evanston or not.  I shall clear away my 
debts next year & then we can begin to plan things perhaps a little definitely.  You really cannot 
know how much I want you[,] need you[,] for I do actually need you.  I can’t be happy alone but 
with you for a chum O Darling can you think of any thing more happy than that. 
        I had a long letter from Miss Pease[,] my Middletown correspondent[,] full of news 
about the dear old home I made & left there_  I am very deeply attached to the place & should 
like to go back there or at least sometimes feel that I should like to go back there though the 
town is very stupid & dreary[,] much worse than this.  But the country all about there & the 
lovely Connecticut River are way ahead of anything here_  She told me about one fellow John 
Goody who took his Ph.D. in Leipsig last year & who married a girl he met in Germany.  I had 
supposed that he was professor in Wesleyan but it seems he isn’t but is tutoring at large in New 
Haven & no doubt having a hard struggle too_ 
      Jule Brays letter suggested one thing that I have been turning over & over in my mind 
for a long time & that is going to California to teach & then going to the Gulf to study during 
summers.  You may not know it[,] of course you don’t know it[,] but the Gulf of California is one 
of the most wonderful places for zoological study in the world because of the great variety of  
animal forms found there & no one has ever studied these waters at all thoroughly and they no 
doubt contain lots that would be of the very greatest interest.  I would say that I hope for I 
don’t quite know that I do hope but I sometimes half dream that I hope that I can sometime go 
there.  If I were only an army surgeon I could but I am not & shall never be an army surgeon_  
Now dont infer that I shall never go there for that is not a legitimate inference at all.  The only 



inference is that I may or may not go there.  Darling it is one great pleasure to me to feel when I 
go to the seashore I can feel that you go & are happy in being at the shore irrespective of being 
with me.  Mrs Brooks hates the sea shore & it nearly breaks Brooks up to go without her.  He is 
almost as fond of Amy as I am of you_  He once inadvertently address her on an envelope as 
Amy Darling.  I hope I should do that on the outside what ever may be in the layer next 
underneath.  I think you would even come to be interested in zoology a little bit. 
         About your friend at Purdue who knows all about my movements.  I believe that I have 
caught you & that you are trying to make out that I figure in two personalities.  It is quite 
incredible that any such scheme should work in real life as this would be on any other 
supposition tho it is convenient as fiction.  You dont expect me to believe that you would have 
had a friend here beside me wh & never have told me of it so that I could have the pleasure of 
knowing that friend.  Then too there is no one who sees me enough to be able to give you any 
information that would be of the slightest value_  I am not going to ventilate this matter any 
more for you by this time know better & know that I am not going to “bust” up nor do any thing 
of the sort.  I simply am not that sort of material & just “be aisy” & in 5 months you will see me 
safe & sound & in trim to lift you right off your pins & I’ll do it too if you don’t mind to prove 
that I can__  This friend business is too thin & you cant fool your admiring Henry with any such 
chaff as that.  He is a fowl who bites at nothing short of the real grain__  Now I won’t tell you 
that I don’t believe in the existence of your friend but I dont believe in his separate existence 
apart from my self _ 
       And now my Darling I am going to begin to stop for I want to go to bed & rest up.  Last 
night it was late when I went to bed but I slept well. Tonight it is crawling along toward that 
same hour & I shall sleep well again.  (By the way I dropped my kaga jar for tobacco.  Cant you 
make me a tobacco bag[?]  It will give you something to do now the “it” is off your hands.  Dont 
wait until my birthday for I am reduced now to the cove of my old dish & this lets the dust 
settle on the old [ill.] tobacco.)  I am very much interested in the S.S. lesson.  St Pauls life it is 
about.  I shall find the work a real recreation.  Now my Darling good night.  Obey faithfully what 
I said in the last nights letter & we shall have no more trouble & be sure you have all the loving 
heart of your own 
              Harry__ 
 
 


